Abstract: Besides presenting a volumetric verification technique that allows characterization of the different geometric errors of a machine tool (MT) depending on its kinematic chain and geometry through a kinematic model, this paper investigates the influence of measurement tools and techniques available on the final accuracy of the MT. Volumetric verification based on a laser tracker (LT) relates the coordinates of the tool with the coordinates of the LT, including it into the kinematic model. Using a non-lineal optimization process, approximation functions that characterize the joint influence of MT geometric errors are obtained. However, measurement data will be affected by previous compensation of the MT, the accuracy of the measurement system, LT measurement technology, the type of retroreflector used, and techniques used to improve data accuracy, among other sources of errors. This paper studies the adequacy of different commercial alternatives such as: retroreflectors, LTs from different manufacturers, etc., that can be applied in MT verification using a long-range MT. As the accuracy is strongly affected by the uncertainty of its angular encoders, the multilateration technique tries to improve data accuracy using only LT radial information. Nonetheless, a new bundle adjustment which uses radial and angular information is presented in current metrology software. This paper studies both techniques and analyzes their adequacy for MT verification too.
Introduction
The development and evolution of the technological field in the machine tool (MT) industry has provided continuous improvements in the characteristics and properties of MTs. So, customers are demanding improvements in the accuracy of the work performed as well as increased capacity and reliability of production systems.
However, many current production systems are obsolete and cannot achieve the required specifications. To avoid excessive errors and decay of the dimensional quality of parts, it is necessary to perform routine maintenance to approximately indicate the MT's errors and, when necessary, to realize a complete verification of and compensation for its errors. One of the principal ways to reduce machine errors is through processes involving positioning accuracy, because geometric errors result from structural elements that affect the repeatability and accuracy of the machine.
Nowadays, there are two different methods of measurement: direct methods, which study the effect of individual errors, and indirect methods, which study the combined effect of errors. Historically, the accuracy of MTs have been guaranteed by using direct measurement methods, in
Features of the Machine Tool Taken into Consideration in Volumetric Verification
The principal aim of volumetric verification is to mathematically characterize the combined effect of all geometric errors of the MT for further compensation; using the kinematic model of the MT, the difference between theoretical points introduced for numerical control (NC) and measurement of nominal points with an LT is found. Therefore, the kinematic model of the MT and its control software must be obtained and studied before carrying out verification.
Structural Configuration and Kinematic Model of the Machine Tool
An MT is a compound machine that carries out work and generates metal chips. MTs are classified as compound machines that transmit power (thermal, hydraulic, electrical) and machines that do not start making metal chips (cutting, stamping, compression).
Within these two groups, the combination of different structural elements such as guides, joints, or screws that define the kinematic structure of the MT shapes its kinematic chain. Assuming that moving cars of the kinematic chain are rigid bodies, transformation and rotation matrices can be implemented by using a mathematical model (kinematic model) based on the MT configuration [6, 7, 11, 13] . Then, the position of the tool with regard to the part to be machined is obtained in relation to the programmed nominal position, the position of the tip of the tool with respect to the reference machine (offsets), and the geometric errors of the axes.
To obtain the combined effect of all geometric errors of the MT through its kinematic model, the measurement system (LT) must replace the part and the retroreflector must replace the tool (Figure 1 ). The kinematic model of the MT to be verified is represented by XFYZCB, where F determines the fixed part of the machine, the X-axis drives the worktable, Y and Z are combined to actuate the tool, and the C/B rotational axis allows head orientation, providing five degrees of freedom to the MT ( Figure 1 , Table 1 ).
Figure 1.
Kinematic chain and kinematic model of Zayer TB 5000 machine tool (MT). Table 1 . Nomenclature of kinematic chain of Zayer TB 5000 machine tool (MT). As a result of studies performed on this MT, its axes of rotation relative to C and B were locked. The final structural configuration of the MT to be verified is XFYZ, with six geometric errors per axis (position, horizontal and vertical straightness, yaw, pitch, and roll) and three squareness errors associated.
Symbol
The equation of movement that relates the nominal coordinates of the MT with measured coordinates of the LT is presented in Equation (1) .
where the components of the equations are constituted as follows: is the offset of the tool.
represents the rotational error matrix in the axis of the tool with k = x, y, z.
represents the linear error vector in the x-axis of the milling machine.
represents the linear error vector in the y-axis of the milling machine. As a result of studies performed on this MT, its axes of rotation relative to C and B were locked. The final structural configuration of the MT to be verified is XFYZ, with six geometric errors per axis (position, horizontal and vertical straightness, yaw, pitch, and roll) and three squareness errors associated.
The equation of movement that relates the nominal coordinates of the MT with measured coordinates of the LT is presented in Equation (1).
where the components of the equations are constituted as follows: T is the offset of the tool.
R k represents the rotational error matrix in the axis k of the tool with k = x, y, z.
R pkq "¨1´ε
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Y represents the linear error vector in the y-axis of the milling machine.
Y "¨δ x pyq´y¨ε xy y`δ y pyq
Z represents the linear error vector in the z-axis of the milling machine.
Z "¨δ
where ε x pkq , ε y pkq , and ε z pkq are three rotation errors of an axis k = x, y, z; δ k pkq is the position error of the axis k = x, y, z; δ k pjq with k ‰ j is the straightness error in the k direction; and ε xy , ε xz , and ε yz are squareness errors. T LT represents the translation vector between the coordinate systems of the machine, CSO, and laser tracker, CSLT.
R LT represents the rotation matrix θ between CSLT and CSO around a unitary vector u = (u x , u y , u z ), where u 2
x " 1. X LT represents the coordinates of a machine point measured with an LT.
Control System of the Machine Tool
Currently, new compensation systems have been developed by control system manufacturers, such as Siemens' Volumetric Compensation System (VCS), Heidenhain's Kinematic Comp, and Fanuc's 3D Compensation/3D Rotary Compensation, which use the approximation function of each geometric error of the MT to compensate for the influences of errors [20, 21] .
However, the most common method of compensating for geometric errors of an MT is based on the compensation table of the MT control software. Generally, not all geometric errors of the MT have their own compensation tables. In the same way, some MTs have their own control routines to compensate for errors during the machining process using a personal computer (PC) [22] .
Otherwise there is another way to compensate for the influence of geometric error: by numerical control (NC) program reconstruction [23] . This method uses the kinematic model of the machine as a post-processor of the NC. Therefore, the MT accuracy is improved regardless of the control of the machine as this is not employed in the compensation. So, a new post-processor has been developed following this scheme:
‚
Nominal coordinates of a point from the original NC are introduced into the kinematic model of the machine, where they are treated by approximation functions obtained in the verification process.
The kinematic model provides the coordinates of a new point associated with another error measured in the verification.
Through a process based on the Levenberg-Marquardt method, the software looks for the point coordinates where the influence of geometric errors is smallest. It takes into consideration the nominal coordinates and their nominal error.
Once all the nominal points have been compensated, the software ( Figure 2 ) provides a new NC program with which the accuracy of the obtained approximation functions is validated and a more accurate part is made. Due to its flexibility, this method was selected in this paper as the ideal one to perform the compensation for the geometric errors in this MT, allowing us to carry out all of the required tests.
Laser Tracker as a Measurement System
An LT is a portable measurement system that provides the position of a point in spherical coordinates. This position is determined by comparing a measurement beam and a reference beam from the combination of a laser interferometer and the readings of the azimuth and polar coordinates of the angular encoders. Due to its versatility, LTs are used in many industrial applications such as in metrology and quality departments. Due to its long measurement range, accuracy, and versatility, the LT was selected as an adequate measurement system for volumetric verification, allowing the purchase of a dedicated system to be avoided and reducing costs.
The three biggest LTs manufacturers are Leica Geosystems, Faro Inc. (formerly SMX, Lake Mary, FL, USA), and API (Automated Precision Inc., Rockville, MD, USA). All of them have their own design and system characteristics. Also, the origins of their own coordinate systems are in different places ( Figure 3 ). Due to its flexibility, this method was selected in this paper as the ideal one to perform the compensation for the geometric errors in this MT, allowing us to carry out all of the required tests.
The three biggest LTs manufacturers are Leica Geosystems, Faro Inc. (formerly SMX, Lake Mary, FL, USA), and API (Automated Precision Inc., Rockville, MD, USA). All of them have their own design and system characteristics. Also, the origins of their own coordinate systems are in different places ( Figure 3) .
The main sources of errors in LT accuracy that affect verification are divided into errors due to environmental influences, assembly, and calibration errors, errors of LT components such as encoders or sensors, and errors due to the retroreflector and measurement technologies [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] .
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Laser Tracker Measurement Technologies
Currently, there are two different types of technologies used in LTs to determine the distance measurement: incremental distance measurements with an interferometer and a frequency-stabilized helium-neon laser (IFM), and absolute distance measurement (ADM) with an electronic control that analyzes the beam signal to determine its time of flight, providing the distance from the LT to the retroreflector. Meanwhile the measuring beam cannot be broken in IFM mode; if it is broken in ADM mode, the beam can be recovered and the measurement can continue. However, ADM is less accurate than IFM. The difference in accuracy between the two measurement techniques is shown in [24] .
Retroreflector
A retroreflector is an item or surface that reflects light back towards the source regardless of the angle of incidence. This behavior is not equivalent to a mirror since it only reflects beams of light in the direction of incidence.
The most commonly used retroreflectors are the SMR and cat's eye. A traditional corner cube retroreflector SMR of 1.5" has an incidence angle of˘30˝, while a cat's eye has an approximate angle of˘90˝. As in MT verification the LT replaces the part and the retroreflector is placed on the tool, the relative movement between LT and retroreflector causes its angle of incidence to exceed these values. As shown by [28] , the incidence angle between beam and retroreflector affects the measurement coordinates and workspace to be verified.
Since 2010, a new motorized target retroreflector (Active Target) developed by API allows any API LT to automatically position itself, so it will never lose the beam. The Active Target reflector works in a similar way to any SMR. The difference is that the Active Target features motorization technology that automatically positions the reflector adjusting the beam so it is perpendicular to the reflector.
Measurement Uncertainty
As a result of the design, calibration, and accuracy of components used, the LT has a measurement uncertainty [24] [25] [26] . Therefore, manufacturers provide specifications of their LTs, and their accuracy is evaluated based on the standards ISO DIS 10360-10 and ASME B 89. 4.19-2005 . In order to reduce measurement uncertainty as a result of LT angular encoders, different multilateration techniques can be used, and the ones most commonly used in MT verification are studied in Section 4.
Laser Multilateration in Machine Tool Verification
Of all the random sources of errors of an LT, the measurement noise that is formed by interferometer uncertainty and angular encoder uncertainty is the greatest contributor to the measurement uncertainty. Thus, angular uncertainty is removed using multilateration techniques; and point coordinates using only radial information of the points measured from at least three different positions (trilateration techniques) is obtained.
However, new metrology software includes angular information in the solution, allowing each individual measurement to be weighted based upon its type and accuracy; this is known as bundle or weighted adjustment trilateration [17, 18] .
Traditional Trilateration Technique
Trilateration aims to obtain a point with less involvement of the measurement uncertainty. Therefore, it uses only the radial component of each LT to determine points' coordinates. To do this, the new point is defined as the intersection of the three spheres that define the radial component of each LT, with (x i , y i , z i ) defining the center of a sphere LTi (i = 1, 2, 3).
The equations system defined by LT coordinates can be solved analytically. However, the most useful technique, thanks to its accuracy, is trilateration using optimization [14, 15] . This technique is based on an iterative process of parameter identification. The producer minimizes the difference between distances measured for each LT (Equation (10)).
The value Rest is the difference between the radial coordinate of point P j measured with LTi (d ij ) and the distance between the coordinate system of point P j (x mj , y mj , z mj ). The difference is calculated in the LT coordinates system, with (X i , Y i , Z i ) coordinates of the LT in the reference coordinate system ( Figure 4 ). Parameters to be identified in the optimization process can be reduced if a new reference system of the LT is created as shown in Figure 4 [14, 15] . The equations system defined by LT coordinates can be solved analytically. However, the most useful technique, thanks to its accuracy, is trilateration using optimization [14, 15] . This technique is based on an iterative process of parameter identification. The producer minimizes the difference between distances measured for each LT (Equation (10)). (10) The value Rest is the difference between the radial coordinate of point Pj measured with LTi (dij) and the distance between the coordinate system of point Pj (xmj, ymj, zmj). The difference is calculated in the LT coordinates system, with (Xi, Yi, Zi) coordinates of the LT in the reference coordinate system (Figure 4 ). Parameters to be identified in the optimization process can be reduced if a new reference system of the LT is created as shown in Figure 4 [14, 15] . Therefore, parameters to be identified are the LT positions X1, X2, and Y2, and the multilateralized coordinates xm,j, ym,j, and zm,j with j = 1 n (n = number of points). These parameters are obtained by non-lineal optimization techniques based on the Levenber-Marquadt algorithm as shown in Figure 5 . Therefore, parameters to be identified are the LT positions X 1 , X 2 , and Y 2 , and the multilateralized coordinates x m,j , y m,j , and z m,j with j = 1 n (n = number of points). These parameters are obtained by non-lineal optimization techniques based on the Levenber-Marquadt algorithm as shown in Figure 5 . 
Weighted Trilateration
A weighted or bundle adjustment is a numerical adjustment that uses redundant measurements to obtain the best possible coordinates of a point. It simultaneously varies the positions of the measurement system and point until the sum of squares is minimized.
There are several studies of different bundle adjustment techniques [17, 18] . However, their operating principle is the same: the importance of different parameters in the optimization process in relation to the uncertainty of the components of the LT is controlled. Generally, LT uncertainty is characterized in relation to standard deviations. Weighted trilateration gives greater weight to more accurate measurements than less accurate measurements (Equations (12)- (14)):
R˘σ R
where H is the horizontal angle, V is the vertical angle, and R is the radial coordinate of an LT. The gradual increase in the use of this technique, as well as a greater demand for more accurate measurements, has led to the introduction of dynamic weights. For example, the weight associated with the angular measurement of an LT varies in relation to the range and angle measurement accuracy (Equations (15)- (17)) [28] :
H˘σ H pθq (14)
Working Principle of Volumetric Verification
Volumetric verification aims to reduce the influence of geometric results based on volumetric error from LT measurement. This is obtained using the kinematic model of the machine including the measurement system on it (as shown in Section 2).
The relationship that provides this equation generates a non-linear equation system. Using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm in a non-lineal optimization process, the approximation functions of geometric errors are obtained reducing the volumetric error.
The working principle is shown in Figure 6 . Nominal points introduced in the machine kinematic model are influenced by the geometric errors of the machine, modifying the point coordinates. As the error values are not known, regression functions provide the values of each error at each point to approximate the geometric errors of the kinematic model. σ
The working principle is shown in Figure 6 . Nominal points introduced in the machine kinematic model are influenced by the geometric errors of the machine, modifying the point coordinates. As the error values are not known, regression functions provide the values of each error at each point to approximate the geometric errors of the kinematic model. To reduce the volumetric error of the machine, the values of the coefficients that define the regression functions change during the optimization process. When the verification process is complete, one of the convergence criteria is fulfilled. Then, the regression functions obtained define the approximation function of each geometric error.
Besides studying the adequacy of volumetric verification to improve the accuracy of long-range MTs, tests were conducted with the aim of studying and comparing the equipment and techniques that currently exist. For this purpose, the linear axis of a Zayer TB5000 machine center was tested with all of them, providing relevant information to management and metrology departments as well as researchers interested in the use of LT and multilateration techniques.
Verification of Machine Tool Using API Motorized Retroreflector with and without Previous Compensation
The use of a motorized retroreflector as an active target allows us to increase the MT workspace to be verified. This is especially relevant when the part to be machined is above the axes of movement, because the LT must replace the part to show the same errors as the part (Figure 7) , and the incidence angles of the SMR and cat's eye reflectors are limited. However, the motorized retroreflector can only be used by the API LT in ADM mode.
Using an MT workspace with 0 mm ď X ď 5050 mm, 0 mm ď Y ď 2050 mm, 0 mm ď Z ď 750 mm, C = 0˝, and B = 0˝, the system can verify a workspace of 0 mm ď X ď 5000 mm, 0 mm ď Y ď 2000 mm, 0 mm ď Z ď 750 mm, C = 0˝, and B = 0˝using as intervals 500 mm to the X-axis, 500 mm to the Y-axis, and 250 mm to the Z-axis. It provides a verification mesh with 219 points (Figure 7) .
Based on information of reference [27] the preheating of the MT is carried out using specific NC cycles. It is formed with the eight points that define the large workspace of the machine and its diagonals. This vacuum cycle prior to capturing points is repeated for 45 min until all MT components are hot.
angles of the SMR and cat's eye reflectors are limited. However, the motorized retroreflector can only be used by the API LT in ADM mode.
Using an MT workspace with 0 mm ≤ X ≤ 5050 mm, 0 mm ≤ Y ≤ 2050 mm, 0 mm ≤ Z ≤ 750 mm, C = 0°, and B = 0°, the system can verify a workspace of 0 mm ≤ X ≤ 5000 mm, 0 mm ≤ Y ≤ 2000 mm, 0 mm ≤ Z ≤ 750 mm, C = 0°, and B = 0° using as intervals 500 mm to the X-axis, 500 mm to the Y-axis, and 250 mm to the Z-axis. It provides a verification mesh with 219 points (Figure 7) . Based on information of reference [27] the preheating of the MT is carried out using specific NC cycles. It is formed with the eight points that define the large workspace of the machine and its diagonals. This vacuum cycle prior to capturing points is repeated for 45 min until all MT components are hot.
Among the non-geometric errors of the MT such as repeatability, deformations, and so on, one of the most relevant is the backlash error of the axis of movement. It is not introduced in the kinematic model of the machine. However, to reduce its influence, verification points are measured twice; in the first measurement the effect of backlash has a certain direction while in the second one it has the opposite direction. In this case, the coordinates of the measured point are the average of the coordinates obtained in the backward and forward measurements. In the same way, temperature variations should be controlled during verification, preventing the occurrence of thermal gradients due to light sources, air currents, and so on. This source of error changes the machine structure and Among the non-geometric errors of the MT such as repeatability, deformations, and so on, one of the most relevant is the backlash error of the axis of movement. It is not introduced in the kinematic model of the machine. However, to reduce its influence, verification points are measured twice; in the first measurement the effect of backlash has a certain direction while in the second one it has the opposite direction. In this case, the coordinates of the measured point are the average of the coordinates obtained in the backward and forward measurements. In the same way, temperature variations should be controlled during verification, preventing the occurrence of thermal gradients due to light sources, air currents, and so on. This source of error changes the machine structure and affects the measured points. Therefore, it is necessary to monitor the temperature variations during and between tests.
Firstly, the current status of the machine and the suitability and performance of its compensation were analyzed. For this purpose, the accuracy of the MT was obtained using verification points with and without compensation. The variations in the temperature of the environment during measurement and validation are presented in Figure 8 . The variation is approximately 1˝C in both cases. Variation between measurements is also reduced because both points are measured twice. Consequently, temperature variations are not depreciable but assumable. However, temperature influence is deeply studied in order to reduce it [29, 30] . This one is not considered in the verification process proposed but it is minimized.
Appl. Sci. 2016, 6, 100 10 of 16 affects the measured points. Therefore, it is necessary to monitor the temperature variations during and between tests. Firstly, the current status of the machine and the suitability and performance of its compensation were analyzed. For this purpose, the accuracy of the MT was obtained using verification points with and without compensation. The variations in the temperature of the environment during measurement and validation are presented in Figure 8 . The variation is approximately 1 °C in both cases. Variation between measurements is also reduced because both points are measured twice. Consequently, temperature variations are not depreciable but assumable. However, temperature influence is deeply studied in order to reduce it [29, 30] . This one is not considered in the verification process proposed but it is minimized. Calibration times are divided in three steps with three different times, preparation, acquisition, and identification:  Preparation is the step which requires more time. It is approximately 2 h. It is because LT should be located on the correct place in order to maximize the workspace of the MT to verify. Moreover, the LT requires as little as 30 min of heating time before measure. Additionally, a numerical control program (NC) taking into consideration characteristic of the MT to verify should be created to automatize data capture.  Acquisition or data captured time is presented in Figure 8 , 1 h, it is time required to measure all verification points of the NC created previously. This information is used to obtain approximation functions of each MT geometric error during identification process.  Identification was carried out approximately in 20 min using optimization process (Section 5). Calibration times are divided in three steps with three different times, preparation, acquisition, and identification: Preparation is the step which requires more time. It is approximately 2 h. It is because LT should be located on the correct place in order to maximize the workspace of the MT to verify. Moreover, the LT requires as little as 30 min of heating time before measure. Additionally, a numerical control program (NC) taking into consideration characteristic of the MT to verify should be created to automatize data capture. Acquisition or data captured time is presented in Figure 8 , 1 h, it is time required to measure all verification points of the NC created previously. This information is used to obtain approximation functions of each MT geometric error during identification process. Identification was carried out approximately in 20 min using optimization process (Section 5).
Once it is finished, MT compensation can be carried out. Therefore, the MT verification required approximately 3 h 30 min.
On analyzing the initial errors after thermal variations, the results displayed in Figure 9 , which represent an error histogram of verification points, show that its current compensation reduces the maximum error from 246.3 to 197.7 µm, the average volumetric error from 112.9 to 83.1 µm, and the minimum error from 15.1 to 10.1 µm. Therefore, it reduces the average positioning error of the MT by 26.5%. Table 2 shows the results of the adequacy of approximation with and without previous compensation using simple polynomials of degree three as regression functions. When compensation prior to verification is studied, it can be observed that the maximum error is reduced by 40 μm, while the average volumetric error is reduced by 30 μm. In the same way, if compensation is inactive in data acquisition (verification without compensation), the average error reduction is reduced to 57.4 μm. Therefore, volumetric verification improves the accuracy of the MT by 49%, whereas an improvement of 26% was obtained with the previous method. In the same way, if data with prior verification is used, the approximation functions obtained reduce the error to 58%. This is because the residual errors of previous compensation are the result of uncompensated geometric errors. Therefore, the MT has been compensated after volumetric verification, providing an increase of MT positioning accuracy.
The histograms in Figure 10 show that the global error of the machine has been reduced. However, to find out how errors are distributed in the MT workspace, color maps such as that in Figure 11 are studied. It shows that volumetric verification provides a homogeneous correction on the whole of the MT workspace, avoiding areas of failure at the ends of the axes of movement. Among The current MT compensation method is based on compensation tables provided by manufacturers, which are not easy to access or use. Therefore, compensation was carried out using an NC post-processor. In the same way, as volumetric verification is a mathematical correction that cannot provide a complete physical meaning to the approximation function obtained, verification can be carried out when MT compensation software is activated (verification with compensation). Table 2 shows the results of the adequacy of approximation with and without previous compensation using simple polynomials of degree three as regression functions. When compensation prior to verification is studied, it can be observed that the maximum error is reduced by 40 µm, while the average volumetric error is reduced by 30 µm. In the same way, if compensation is inactive in data acquisition (verification without compensation), the average error reduction is reduced to 57.4 µm. Therefore, volumetric verification improves the accuracy of the MT by 49%, whereas an improvement of 26% was obtained with the previous method. In the same way, if data with prior verification is used, the approximation functions obtained reduce the error to 58%. This is because the residual errors of previous compensation are the result of uncompensated geometric errors. Therefore, the MT has been compensated after volumetric verification, providing an increase of MT positioning accuracy.
The histograms in Figure 10 show that the global error of the machine has been reduced. However, to find out how errors are distributed in the MT workspace, color maps such as that in Figure 11 are studied. It shows that volumetric verification provides a homogeneous correction on the whole of the MT workspace, avoiding areas of failure at the ends of the axes of movement. Among the non-geometric errors of the MT such as repeatability, deformations, and so on, one of the most relevant is the backlash error of the axis of movement. It is not introduced in the kinematic model of the machine. However, to reduce its influence, verification points are measured twice; in the first measurement, the effect of backlash has a certain direction while, in the second one, it has the opposite direction. In this case, the coordinates of the measured point are the average of the coordinates obtained in the backward and forward measurements. In the same way, temperature variations should be controlled during verification, preventing the occurrence of thermal gradients due to light sources, air currents, and so on. This source of error changes the machine structure and affects the measured points. Therefore, it is necessary to monitor the temperature variations during and between tests. (a) (b) Figure 11 . Color map of error distribution: before (a) and after compensation (b).
Influence of Laser Tracker (LTs)' Measurement Characteristics on Verification Results
As the active target cannot be used with LTs from different manufacturers, it is replaced by a traditional retroreflector, the Spherically Mounted Retroreflector, SMR-1.5″. The workspace of the MT to be verified is reduced because the angle of vision of the SMR is ±30°. Therefore, the characteristics of the new verification process are defined below:
MT (a) (b) Figure 11 . Color map of error distribution: before (a) and after compensation (b).
MT workspace: XFYZ: 0 mm ≤ X ≤ 5050 mm, 0 mm ≤ Y ≤ 2050 mm, 0 mm ≤ Z ≤ 750 mm, C = 0°, 
As the active target cannot be used with LTs from different manufacturers, it is replaced by a traditional retroreflector, the Spherically Mounted Retroreflector, SMR-1.5". The workspace of the MT to be verified is reduced because the angle of vision of the SMR is˘30˝. Therefore, the characteristics of the new verification process are defined below:
MT To analyze the influence of the LT on verification, the same mesh of points was measured with three LTs from three different manufacturers with the measurement specifications presented in Table 3 . Although the influence of geometric errors on verification points is the same for all LTs, the MT errors that each LT provides are different due to the different sources of error such as SMR errors, LT measurement characteristics, non-geometrical error, thermal variations, and so on. By measuring the same mesh of points simultaneously with all LTs, the influence of extra error in the measurement data is only the result of the LT characteristics and SMR errors. Table 4 presents the results of the identification process using the three LTs independently. The initial errors that each LT provides are different. LT A provides an average initial error of 33 µm using IFM technology, which is smaller than the errors of 40 and 54 µm provided by LTs C and B using ADM. Thus IFM may introduce less error than ADM technology. Similarly, LT C introduces less error than LT B using the same technology. If the final average error is analyzed, all LTs provide similar results. Therefore, the approximation functions obtained with LT B compensate for non-geometric errors. 
Influence of Improving Data Accuracy through Traditional or Weighted Trilateration
In MT verification, the spatial LT distribution is strongly affected by the MT configuration and visibility of the reflector.
To find out whether the new weighted trilateration is better than traditional trilateration reducing the increase of radial noise influences on final MT positioning errors, three LTs were positioned so as to create a spatial angle of approximately 36˝ (Figure 12 ), which is far from the ideal distribution of 90˝ [24] .
Average final error (μm)
To find out whether the new weighted trilateration is better than traditional trilateration reducing the increase of radial noise influences on final MT positioning errors, three LTs were positioned so as to create a spatial angle of approximately 36° (Figure 12 ), which is far from the ideal distribution of 90° [24] . In this test, all LTs simultaneously measured the same points, avoiding the influences of thermal variation and SMR error when both techniques were compared, because the input data were the same for both. Once the points had been measured and the verification points of each LT had been created, two meshes of points were created. A weighted trilateration mesh was created using Spatial Analyzer software (SA 2015.02.25, New River Kinematic, Williamsburg, VA, USA, 1994), while traditional trilateration was carried out using Matlab algorithms (2013a, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA, 1984).
The results in Table 5 show that multilateration provides an average initial error similar to verification with only one LT when using both multilateration techniques. In the same way, the In this test, all LTs simultaneously measured the same points, avoiding the influences of thermal variation and SMR error when both techniques were compared, because the input data were the same for both. Once the points had been measured and the verification points of each LT had been created, two meshes of points were created. A weighted trilateration mesh was created using Spatial Analyzer software (SA 2015.02.25, New River Kinematic, Williamsburg, VA, USA, 1994), while traditional trilateration was carried out using Matlab algorithms (2013a, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA, 1984).
The results in Table 5 show that multilateration provides an average initial error similar to verification with only one LT when using both multilateration techniques. In the same way, the residual error obtained is similar. Consequently, bundle adjustment and trilateration have similar behavior in the verification of this MT. Although multilateration might improve the MT's accuracy, as shown by the synthetic results [14] , poor relative positioning of LTs does not improve verification results using weighted trilateration. Therefore, the LT's positioning must be studied carefully to avoid unnecessary measurements, as it is the most influential factor.
Conclusions
Volumetric verification is a real solution in MT verification. Thanks to it, mathematical compensation can be used to improve MT accuracy, even if previous compensation is not eliminated. Previous compensation of the MT provides a volumetric error reduction of the MT of 26.7%. Meanwhile, volumetric verification reduces the volumetric error by between 49.7% and 58.7%.
The use of the Active Target as a retroreflector has led to an increase in the size of the MT workspace verified from 0.9 to 7.5 m 3 . This retroreflector is especially useful when the LT is associated with an axis of movement and the available space limits the visibility of a traditional retroreflector. In relation to the LT measurement technique, both ADM and IFM provide similar results. However, the influence of measurement noise in volumetric error is smaller when using IFM mode. In the same way, the use of a multilateration technique that eliminates the influence of angular measurement noise might improve the verification process. However, the radial noise has been increased by the same order as the angular reduction due to the spatial angle between the LTs. This behavior could not be improved using weighted trilateration.
